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1 Background and Context 
 
Fèis = Festival; Feast; Fèis (Gaelic cultural festival) 
 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal = Festivals of the Gaels; Support organisation for the Fèis movement 
 
Although it has several definitions, the Gaelic word Fèis is synonymous with a network of 
community events through which young people engage with traditional music, Gaelic song 
and Gaelic drama.  Collectively, they have built up an impressive track record of opportunity 
and achievement many of which, to that date, were documented in the 2006 book: Fèis: The 
First Twenty-Five Years of the Fèis Movement1 edited by Kate Martin. 
 
2020 marked the 40th anniversary of Fèis Bharraigh, the pioneering event which acted as a 
catalyst for voluntary groups in communities across Scotland to ensure young people would 
learn about their language and culture.   
 
The Fèis Movement, as it became known, has now spanned three generations who have 
engaged in Gaelic culture with many having gone on to employment, full or part time, in the 
creative industries.  Others have gained valuable linguistic and social skills through 
participation and enjoy being a part of Gaelic culture as audience members, parents, viewers of 
television and listeners of radio and recordings. 
 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal was established in 1991.  It is a company limited by guarantee and a 
registered charity.  The organisation was developed to offer a range of services to local Fèisean, 
all of which are corporate members of Fèisean nan Gàidheal.   
 
Support for local Fèisean, and delivery of services for them, remains at the core of the 
organisation’s activities.  Everything the organisation does supports the Fèisean, or those 
involved in them, directly or indirectly.  All staff support the work of local Fèisean and 
management fees charged contract and project delivery are reinvested in the Fèis support 
structure.  Events are run to give Fèis participants valuable performance opportunities.  Fèisean 
nan Gàidheal’s education work and performance promotion provides Fèis tutors with 
additional employment opportunities.  
 
Properly marking Fèis Bharraigh’s milestone was hampered, of course, as 2020 was also the 
year in which the Covid pandemic affected all our lives.  While people could not gather, digital 
delivery of artistic output became the norm.  More than ever the enjoyment people get from 
engaging with traditional music and Gaelic culture was evident.  Most artists had their whole 
year of work cancelled overnight but it was clear that those who took to digital platforms, while 
perhaps not earning very much, contributed hugely to the wellbeing of citizens. 
 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal played its part in supporting artists who had their work cancelled by 
honouring agreements which could not be fulfilled, paying artists for work lost and creating 
new, paid engagement opportunities for them helping, in a modest way as a small 
organisation, to shield them from the worst effects of the employment crisis they faced.  We 

	
1 http://www.feisean.org/wp-content/uploads/Feis25.pdf 
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enabled young people to continue using Gaelic at home while they could not attend school, 
through a variety of opportunities to engage in artistic and wider cultural pursuits. 
 
Not everything during that period was bleak.  Fèisean nan Gàidheal had been experimenting 
for a number of years with various ways of delivering work digitally.  The pandemic forced us to 
accelerate that and many lessons were learned about the place digital technologies can play in 
delivering a sustainable arts programme.  They offered the ability to reach a wider and more 
inclusive audience while reducing the environmental impact of our programme.  Although 
there is a compelling argument for maintaining most of our preparatory and administrative 
work online, there is no suggestion this should become the normal way to deliver the creative 
aspect of our programme.  The legacy of Covid is likely to affect confidence among audiences 
and participants for some time to come, so greater use of digital platforms should continue as 
complementary to the face-to-face delivery we all wish to see return. 
 
One measure of the success of the Fèisean is the way in which they nurture young people, 
teach them skills, often transferable to supporting other community initiatives, before 
welcoming their return as tutors, performers and organisers.  Three generations of Fèis 
participants have evolved as a positive force within their communities and demonstrate that 
their culture is essential to wellbeing and contributes towards the social, economic and 
environmental prosperity of their places. 
 
A Culture Strategy for Scotland (Scottish Government 2020) highlights the importance of 
recognising “each community’s own local cultures in generating a distinct sense of place, 
identity and confidence”.  It also calls for the adoption of the Place Principle stating that: “Place 
- community, landscape, language and geography - is important and reflects the creativity of 
the past and provides inspiration for cultural expression today”. 
 
It is against the backdrop of ensuring recovery and restarting work in communities that Fèisean 
nan Gàidheal has prepared this ambitious Programme Plan for 2022-27.  Participating in Gaelic 
culture, with all the artistic, social, linguistic and wellbeing outcomes which flow from that, 
should be nurtured, supported, celebrated and sustained in 21st century Scotland. 
 
The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child sets out children’s right to rest, leisure and play, 
cultural life and the arts.  The arts are not an added bonus but an essential part of life that all 
children and young people should have the opportunity to enjoy.  The Scottish Government’s 
Time to Shine 0-25 Youth Arts Strategy was designed, in part, to support that aim and Fèisean 
nan Gàidheal’s work was highlighted in it: 
 

The traditional arts sector and in particular the Fèisean movement spearheaded by 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal is looked at with envy from many other parts of the globe. 
There is much that Scotland’s young people’s arts sector can learn from it in terms of 
how it is networked, how it reaches out beyond its perceived usual participants, how 
it identifies and supports talent and how it supports the continued up-skilling of its 
workforce.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

 
The interest and ability in traditional music in Scotland has grown exponentially since the 
Fèisean began.  Fèisean have also been a successful driver in raising awareness of the Gaelic 
language, contributing to community and social cohesion in the process.  A report published 
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by the Traditional Music Forum2, following a 2015-16 census, found that 17,240 people under 
18 were involved in learning traditional music.  At that time, therefore, Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s 
work represented over a third of all traditional music tuition for young people in Scotland. 
 
Scotland has always looked outwards.  It is interesting to observe the support for Sistema 
Scotland, based on a Venezuelan model which utilises classical music as a means of engaging 
young people to overcome difficulties and build confidence in themselves.  This has been 
piloted in several of Scotland’s most challenged communities.  The Youth in Iceland model is 
being piloted in Dundee.  State intervention over a sustained period with investment in 
community-organised sport, music, art, dance and other clubs, has resulted in a dramatic 
reduction in substance use among Icelandic teenagers.  
 
The potential for transformation through participation in the arts should never be under-
estimated and sometimes it is worth looking inward and celebrating that which is home-
grown.  The Fèisean have transformed communities and young people’s lives using traditional 
music and Gaelic arts, over their 40-year existence.  Of 38 Fèisean within the area covered by 
Highlands & Islands Enterprise, 21 are in HIE Fragile Areas.  Those communities may not face 
the same challenges as Raploch, Govanhill or Dundee, but they certainly have socio-economic 
and linguistic challenges which Fèisean contribute to overcoming. 
 
Membership of Fèisean nan Gàidheal provides 47 independent, local organisations with access 
to funding, insurance, musical instruments, training, teaching resources as well as the ability to 
comply more easily with child protection and other legal requirements.  Without the support of 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal, local Fèisean would have to make provision on an individual basis.   
Investment in Fèisean nan Gàidheal strengthens and develops cultural activities in more than 
200 communities across Scotland reaching over 70,000 people annually.  Within this Plan, 
references to Fèisean nan Gàidheal are meant as a collective term for all the Fèisean as well as 
the name of the umbrella organisation. 
 
Several reports3 highlight Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s role as an example of good practice in the 
development of traditional music, Gaelic song, Gaelic drama, traditional dance and Gaelic 
language as well as wider community development.  Its work enables participation in the arts 
for people of all backgrounds in many communities throughout the country, including areas 
that are rurally isolated.  The arts have an important role to play in increasing the use and 
visibility of Gaelic.  Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s work enables closer engagement with the language, 
promotes better understanding of its place in Scotland’s identity and culture and promotes 
positive attitudes towards Gaelic.   
 
In addressing Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s 2021 Annual Conference, Scottish Government Cabinet 
Secretary for External Affairs, Constitution and Culture, Angus Robertson MSP, said: 
 

I’m aware that, as an organisation, you’ve never stood still and have always been 
developing and building on the work of previous years.  Fèisean nan Gàidheal has 
enriched the cultural life of Scotland, with your strong support for traditional  
music and Gaelic, and we all look forward to this continuing in the months and 
years ahead.   

	
2 http://www.feisean.org/wp-content/uploads/TMF-Traditional-Music-Census-2015-16.pdf 
3 http://www.feisean.org/en/feisean-en/research/ 
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Fèisean nan Gàidheal believes participation in the arts and creativity promotes equality and 
diversity, contributes to wellbeing and to the economy of Scotland.  The work of Fèisean nan 
Gàidheal has done much to promote a sense of place, linking young people with their culture, 
language and heritage evident, for example, in the work of its archiving projects4 and Fuaran5.  
Many of the places in which Fèis activities take place are considered to be of importance for a 
variety of reasons – the environment, the provision of arts in the community, the economic 
circumstances of an area or the health of the Gaelic language.  For young people to understand 
who they are and where they are going, they need to know from whom and where they have 
come.  They need a sense of belonging, values, beliefs, identity and expression, the promotion 
of which has been a key success of the Fèis movement.6 
 
In a 2018 debate in the Scottish Parliament which ratified the UNESCO Convention for the 
Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage, the then Cabinet Secretary for Culture, 
Tourism and External Affairs, Fiona Hyslop MSP, said: 
 

I believe that to be able to move forward as a nation, we must acknowledge our 
roots and recognise the value of that intangible cultural heritage in defining and 
shaping our national identity, our sense of belonging and our continuity as 
individuals and communities. The success of Fèisean nan Gàidheal is an excellent 
example of that, for Gaelic song, story and tradition. The intangible is a critical part 
of how we experience our heritage—binding and connecting us to our past, our 
present and our future. It is of vital importance that we nurture that legacy. 

 
Ways in which Fèisean nan Gàidheal, and the wider Fèis movement, contribute to the 
preservation and promotion of intangible cultural heritage are highlighted in Mapping 
Intangible Cultural Heritage Assets and Collections in Scotland 7, a report commissioned by 
Museums Galleries Scotland, Historic Environment Scotland, Traditional Arts and Culture 
Scotland and Creative Scotland and compiled by Steve Byrne. 
 
While Fèisean nan Gàidheal endeavours to record and acknowledge the many achievements of 
individual Fèisean within its Annual Reports, all of which are available on its website8, it is only 
possible in this Plan to highlight some of what the organisation achieved in delivering its 2018-
21 Development Plan.  Among the highlights: 
 

 We engaged with well over 200,000 people during the period 
 We generated around £8m worth of activities contributing to the economic wellbeing of 

artists and communities 
 Tuition was offered through the Fèisean to around 16,000 young people 
 Around 2,000 artists were supported as tutors and performers 
 An expanded range of Gaelic language, music - including YMI - and drama work was 

delivered in schools across Scotland through Fèisgoil 
 A wide range of training sessions and other support was offered to tutors and Fèis 

organisers 

	
4 http://www.feisean.org/en/creative/archiving-project/ 
5 http://www.feisean.org/fuaran/en/welcome-to-fuaran/ 
6 http://www.feisean.org/wp-content/uploads/Use-or-Ornament.pdf (section 6.3) 
7 https://heritagecrafts.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Mapping-ICH-in-Scotland-Local-Voices-Aug-2021-w-Logos.pdf 
8 http://www.feisean.org/en/annual-reports/	



 

 The Beairteas programme was developed to encourage the use of Gaelic among young 
people and intergenerational sessions to enrich their language skills 

 The FèisTV service was expanded with regular livestreaming of events and a new online 
teaching service, Oide 

 3 Blas Festivals, in partnership with The Highland Council, reached a wide audience, live and 
online, included young people in the programme which also supported new commissions, a 
large number of artists and a variety of Highland communities 

 There was collaboration with a large number of Scottish organisations and international 
work with the Oriel Centre in Dundalk, Celtic Colours in Cape Breton, Amateo with bodies 
from across Europe and the establishment, with others, of the European Folk Network 

 Fèis Chataibh and Fèis Air an Oir worked in partnership to develop a junior cèilidh band 
during the summer months of 2018 

 Fèis Inbhir Narainn musicians performed at Belladrum festival 
 19 participants from Fèis Tìr a’ Mhurain, Fèis Tìr an Eòrna, Fèis Eilean na Hearadh, Fèis Eilean 

an Fhraoich, Fèis na Rubha and Fèis Taigh Dhonnchaidh took part in a showcase on the 
main stage of the 2018 Hebridean Celtic Festival 

 Participants from Fèis Tìr a’ Mhurain and Fèis Tìr an Eòrna had the opportunity to perform at 
the Eilean Dorcha Festival 

 Fèis Chille Bhrìghde an Ear held a very successful inaugural event in September 2018 
 Fèis an Iar Dheas participated in a showcase concert Fèis: The Music with a host of leading 

musicians from the local area 
 Fèis Lochabair, Fèis a’ Bhaile, Fèis Spè, Fèis Air an Oir and Fèis Lochabair took part in 

workshops led by Nic Gareiss as part of his First Footing residency with the Scottish 
Traditional Dance Forum 

 Four participants from Fèis nan Garbh Chrìochan secured a £3,000 award from the Youth 
and Philanthropy Initiative with a presentation that highlighted the work the Fèis does to 
tackle local social issues 

 Fèis Phàislig held its first Cèilidh Trail in 2018 and the group played as part of the cultural 
programme for the European Athletics Championships held in Glasgow 

 As part of the Year of Young People, over 100 participants from across the Fèis movement 
took part in a Ceòl nam Fèis concert at the Strathpeffer Pavilion 

 The following day, those participants joined a further 650 young people from across the 
country at Northern Meeting Park in Inverness for a tremendous celebration of our 
language, music and song footage from which subsequently featured in a number of BBC 
ALBA programmes 

 40 participants from across the Fèisean performed at the opening concert, Syne of the Times, 
at Celtic Connections 2019 alongside leading traditional music acts including, Dàimh, Julie 
Fowlis, Michael McGoldrick and Donald Shaw 

 Fèis Thatha held its inaugural Fèis event in Aberfeldy in 2019 
 A new Gaelic-medium Fèis - Fèis na Linne - was established in Sleat, initially under the 

auspices of Fèis an Earraich  
 Participants from Fèis na h-Òige, Fèis a’ Bhaile and Fèis Inbhir Narainn took part in The 

Gathering which was held at the Northern Meeting Park, Inverness 
 The newly-formed Fèis Àir held classes and workshops in Ayrshire in September 2019  
 Fèis an Earraich participants took part in a dance festival in Westenholz, Germany 
 Fèis an Rubha and Fèis Taigh Dhonnchaidh organised a monthly Taigh Cèilidh in the 

community, encouraging people of all ages to share music, stories and songs 
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 Fèis na h-Òige hosted Irish-speaking youngsters from the Oriel Centre in Dundalk as part of 
the Guth na nGael exchange initiative 

 The ongoing Fuaran programme facilitated the collection and archiving by young people of 
newly-recorded traditional songs and we undertook a major Gaelic song project to 
celebrate the Year of Coasts and Waters 

 Fèis Bharraigh celebrated its 40th anniversary with an online cèilidh, with plans for a wider 
programme of celebrations rescheduled due to the pandemic 

 A new programme of work was developed and delivered online during Covid lockdowns 
 Our residential events – Sgoil Shamhraidh Dràma, Fèis Alba and 5 Latha – continued 

annually with online versions during the Covid pandemic 
 Over 30 participants from across the Fèisean took part in Mike Vass’ Blas Commission Air 

Falbh ann am Bàta 
 Nine Fèisean were supported to engage 15 musicians-in-residence through the newly-

devised Treòir programme funded by Creative Scotland’s Youth Arts Fund 
 Fèisean nan Gàidheal was accredited as Living Wage employer and is firmly committed to 

fair pay 
 The Scottish Government Islands Team commissioned Fèisean nan Gàidheal to devise and 

deliver a programme of cultural activities – Treòir | Voar | Virr - offered to all island schools 
providing employment to around 50 tutors with the opportunity to gain a UHI-accredited 
qualification to assist them in finding additional creative work. 

 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal has been fortunate to have benefitted from the support of a range of 
bodies over the years and it will would continue to seek that.  Creative Scotland’s Music Sector 
Review9 made a case for Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s work to be funded over a longer term than the 
normal 3 years. 
 

Notwithstanding the different organisational bases on which they operate they can 
only operate as long-term flagships and development organisations with some 
assurance of core funding.  Five professional National Performing Companies are all 
permanently funded by the Scottish Government in recognition of their flagship 
status.  Whilst not proposing that the national youth companies should be moved 
away from the aegis of Creative Scotland, we suggest it is reasonable that they 
should be seen in the same light as permanent national institutions. 

 
In whatever way it manifests itself, support for Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s 2022-27 programme will 
enable the continuation of work built up through incremental development over a period of 
four decades.  The programme will sustain activities organised by 40+ voluntary-run Fèisean as 
well as work in over 200 communities across Scotland delivering cultural, educational, social, 
economic, linguistic and wellbeing outcomes.  Fèisean nan Gàidheal has never stood still and 
will always look for innovative ways to further support the core cohort of Fèisean and the 
young people, artists and volunteers on whom they rely. 
 

I am so grateful to the Fèis movement for all the music and experiences I had as a 
participant and thereafter as a tutor for all it's done for my Gaelic and music and 
friendships and communities.  It's a wonderful organisation. 

Participant response in The Cultural, Social, Economic, Linguistic and Wellbeing Impacts of Fèisean nan Gàidheal 

	
9 http://www.creativescotland.com/__data/assets/pdf_file/0014/21470/Creative-Scotland-Music-Sector-Review-v1-2.pdf (page 89) 

	



 

2 Summary of Plan 
As well as outlining the background to the organisation, its achievements over the lifetime of 
its previous plan and the context in which it currently works, this Programme Plan for 2022-27 
commits Fèisean nan Gàidheal to delivering its mission of inspiring young people to value our 
culture.  The focus will be on recovery from the Covid pandemic and supporting artists. 
 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal will look to realise its ambition of developing the creative talent of young 
people through its support for communities across Scotland wishing to engage with and enjoy 
Gaelic arts and culture.  Traditional arts and Gaelic language will be promoted as unique and 
defining assets that contribute to Scotland’s distinctiveness. 
 
Pursuing its ambition shall enable Fèisean nan Gàidheal to deliver a range of outcomes, 
particularly in relation to the widening of access to and enjoyment of Gaelic arts, promoting 
work that leads to a better understanding and appreciation of Scotland’s traditional arts and 
work inspired by, and in, the Gaelic language.  Delivering Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s outcomes will 
result in a diverse range of young people being involved in creative experiences that will 
enhance their talent and life skills and support experimentation in the Gaelic arts.  The 
outcomes should be strengthened community confidence and better quality of life. 
 
Working in partnership with bodies that wish to deliver similar outcomes is the only way this 
plan can be delivered.  Fèisean nan Gàidheal shall continue to be adaptive and responsive to 
changing priorities and shall ensure equality and diversity in its work, at the same time as 
further embracing digital technology and addressing issues of equality and sustainability. 
 
Building on its track record, this Programme Plan outlines benefits from Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s 
work and demonstrates demand for its continuation.  To deliver its outcomes Fèisean nan 
Gàidheal will operate across five work themes: 
1. Support and Develop Fèisean 
2. Enhance Skills and Creative Talent 
3. Enhance Gaelic Arts and Culture in Creative Learning  
4. Engage and Develop Audiences 
5. Maintain High Standards in Governance and Staffing  
 
For each of those themes, the Programme Plan articulates the rationale, the outcomes to be 
delivered, outlines a strategy and provides narrative around delivery.  
 
The Programme Plan demonstrates how the outcomes of Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s work will 
deliver measures within the various strategies of other bodies including the Scottish 
Government, Creative Scotland, Highlands & Islands Enterprise and Bòrd na Gàidhlig. 
 
The Programme Plan outlines the governance arrangements that are in place to oversee its 
delivery and details the management and staffing structures that will ensure delivery on a day-
to-day basis.  An overview is provided of the networks that support wider work in the 
traditional arts and Gaelic language and Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s relationship with them. 
 
Budget estimates are provided for delivery of outcomes over the initial three-year period of the 
Programme Plan.  These will be reviewed annually and amended as appropriate in the light of 
agreements reached with various funding partners and other circumstances at that time. 



 

 
  



 

3 Mission, Ambition and Outcomes  
 
Mission 
A’ toirt ar dualchais do ar n-òigridh – inspiring young people to value our culture 
 
To fulfil this mission our ambition is to 
Develop the creative talent of young people by supporting opportunities for communities 
across Scotland to engage with and enjoy Gaelic arts and culture, promoting traditional arts 
and Gaelic language as unique and defining assets that contribute to Scotland’s distinctiveness. 
 
Pursuing our ambition shall enable delivery of the following outcomes 
In the Programme of Work detailed in Section 4, the numbers relating to outcomes to be 
delivered under each work theme refer to those detailed in this table. 
 

1 Fèisean are fully supported to recover from the Covid pandemic resuming their activities 
and, over time, returning to previous levels of engagement. 

2 The creative talent, life skills and wellbeing of young people are enhanced through 
participation and experimentation in the Gaelic arts. 

3 Equality of treatment and opportunity is assured in widening access to Gaelic arts and 
culture ensuring diverse groups of people participate and enjoy creative experiences. 

4 Employment opportunities are created for artists with a commitment to Fair Work and 
maximising economic benefits across Scotland. 

5 In planning, promoting and participating in activities our responsibility to protect the 
environment and reduce carbon use is discharged. 

6 The use of Gaelic is increased in creative activities through work particularly, though not 
exclusively, with island Fèisean. 

7 Creativity is used as a means of attracting people across Scotland to Gaelic with 
opportunities to learn, use and develop the language. 

8 The public has a better understanding and appreciation of Scotland’s traditional arts 
through creative work inspired by the Gaelic language. 

9 Community confidence is strengthened and quality of life and wellbeing improved 
through creative activities and opportunities to use Gaelic in cultural contexts. 

10 Community cultural development is enhanced particularly, though not exclusively, in 
areas of low economic activity. 

11 Digital technologies are utilised to bring our work to a wider, more diverse and dispersed 
audience. 

12 Commitment to Fair Work shall help retain a skilled workforce which uses Gaelic in the 
workplace and provides strong leadership and advocacy in the Gaelic arts sector. 

13 Cultural tourism is supported through the development of an authentic visitor 
experience. 

14 International work ensures Gaelic language and culture contributes to Scotland’s 
distinctiveness and links forged with Gaelic speakers in other parts of the world. 

15 Fèisean nan Gàidheal is responsive to change and acts appropriately to new 
circumstances. 

 
 
 



 

Fèisean nan Gàidheal expects a number of outcomes to be delivered through its support of 
local Fèisean, the main focus of its work.  Outcomes will also be delivered through Fèisean nan 
Gàidheal’s own engagement in the delivery of contracts and services to third parties. 
 
Delivering our mission, ambition and outcomes, in partnership with local Fèisean and others, 
shall contribute towards delivery of the National Outcomes in the Scottish Government’s 
Performance Framework. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
	 	



 

National Outcome Fèisean nan Gàidheal 
Work Themes 

Support and 
Development of 

Fèisean 

Enhancement of 
Skills and 

Creative Talent 

Enhancement of 
Gaelic Arts and 

Culture in 
Education 

Audience 
Engagement 

Maintain High 
Standards in 
Governance 
and Staffing 

1 We are creative and our vibrant and diverse 
cultures are expressed and enjoyed widely 

          

2 We respect, protect and fulfil human rights 
and live free from discrimination 

          

3 We have a globally competitive, 
entrepreneurial, inclusive and sustainable 
economy 

          

4 We are open, connected and make a 
positive contribution internationally 

         

5 We tackle poverty by sharing opportunities, 
wealth and power more equally 

          

6 We live in communities that are inclusive, 
empowered, resilient and safe 

          

7 We grow up loved, safe and respected so 
that we realise our full potential 

          

8 We are well educated, skilled and able to 
contribute to society 

          

9 We have thriving and innovative 
businesses, with quality jobs and fair work 
for everyone 

         

10 We are healthy and active           

11 We value, enjoy, protect and enhance our 
environment 

         

 
In 2022 an independently-produced report - The Cultural, Social, Economic, Linguistic and 
Wellbeing Impacts of Fèisean nan Gàidheal10 – was authored by the economist Steve Westbrook, 
consultant Sandy Anderson along with associates Pàdruig Morrison and Alana MacInnes.   
 
Tasked with looking at the overall impacts from the work of Fèisean nan Gàidheal and Fèis Rois, 
as well as creating micro-studies assessing Fèis Rois, the Blas Festival and the Tasgadh Fund, 
devolved from Creative Scotland, among a number of conclusions the report states that: 
• Approximately 115 FTE jobs are supported in Scotland by the Fèis movement overall, of 

which 84.5 FTEs are supported by Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s programme 
• Earnings of around £2.95m per annum are generated overall, of which £2.2m is generated 

by Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s programme. 
 
When asked about their Gaelic language skills, 34% of tutors and performers described 
themselves as fluent, another 34% as a learner, 19% as a beginner and 13% as a non-speaker.  
However, 84% said that their involvement with Fèisean activities has encouraged them to use 
Gaelic more often, 85% that involvement has enhanced their Gaelic skills, and 87% that it has 
made them believe more strongly that Gaelic is important to Scotland. 

	
10 Link TBC 



 

“ 

Among tutors and performers, 55% had attended a Fèis, or more than one Fèis, as a child, 73% 
scored highly the influence of the Fèisean on their musical/artistic development while 66% felt 
the Fèisean had helped them gain skills which have been of use to them in their chosen career.  
 
Almost all respondents, 98%, agreed that their involvement with Fèisean has made them believe 
more strongly that the traditional arts are important to Scotland.  90% also believed that the 
Fèisean had improved their well-being, with comments including: 
 
 “I feel that I am doing something good for the area and the young people who live here”. 
 
“Music has brought me joy since the age of 10 when I was handed a fiddle”.   
 
 “Traditional music has a major positive impact on my mental health as well as the enjoyment of 
being in the company of like-minded individuals”. 
 
The Blas Festival reached an audience of around 83,000 live and online over the 4 years the 
study looked at.  During the period, just over 1,700 performers and tutors were engaged in Blas 
activities.  On average, audiences rated festival events at 94% in relation to value for money, 
94% in relation to enjoyment and 88% in relation to the use of Gaelic at Blas events. 
 
In relation to the Tasgadh grants fund, 87% of all respondents thought the Tasgadh application 
process was straightforward, and only 4% thought it time consuming.  96% thought the 
guidelines were clear and 92% were satisfied with the transparency of decision-making, with 
comments including: 
 
“Really easy application process, lovely helpful organisation handling it. Have found everyone 
friendly, professional and supportive and overall it is one of the most pleasant and straightforward 
funding strands open to artists working in storytelling to apply to.” 
 
“This and MEG (Maoin nan Ealan Gàidhlig, also disbursed by Fèisean nan Gàidheal on behalf of 
Creative Scotland) should be the gold standard for most small-medium scale arts funding. It proves 
that light touch works.” 
 
In summing up his thoughts on the importance of the Fèis movement, Capercaillie’s Donald 
Shaw, for many years Artistic Director of Celtic Connections said: 
 

My own feeling is that the Fèisean have been pivotal in bringing national 
awareness, respect and admiration to traditional music and Gaelic song over the 
last four decades, and there is no doubt that the Fèisean have had a major impact 
on the wider music community through education and social cohesion, and in 
many cases have inspired a sense of identity. Many musicians of my generation 
did not see a particularly easy pathway to a career in music whilst at the age of 
leaving school, mostly because the music we felt about passionate about - folk 
and traditional music - was just emerging from the shadows of lazy ’tartan’ kitsch 
stereotyping of the 60’s & 70’s, and so it took a new generation, emboldened by the 
ethos and integrity of the Fèisean, to rise up through schools, workshops, 
residencies and festivals and emphasise the power and relevance of our country’s 
unique culture. This ‘rebirth’ if you like has arguably been the main catalyst for 



 

” 
 

multiple positive economic, social and cultural factors - including the 
transformation of the teaching of traditional music throughout the country, from 
sustaining single teacher livelihoods in rural communities, to the emergence of 
music degree courses like that of the traditional music course at the Royal 
Conservatoire (where artistic boundaries brought about by style definitions have 
benefitted from being blurred by the understanding of folk music’s influence on all 
music forms ). But it is perhaps the bringing together of family, friends and 
community that has benefitted most from what the Fèisean can bring - something 
as powerful and important as music, language and song itself. 

 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s approach to delivering outcomes specific to a number of individual 
organisations is detailed in Section 6. 
  



 

4 Programme of Work 2022-27 
 
Themes 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal will deliver a programme covering five work themes: 
1. Support and Develop Fèisean 
2. Enhance Skills and Creative Talent 
3. Enhance Gaelic Arts and Culture in Creative Learning 
4. Engage and Develop Audiences 
5. Maintain High Standards in Governance and Staffing 

 
Benefits 
According to the 2022 report The Cultural, Social, Economic, Linguistic and Wellbeing Impacts of 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal, the total employment generated in Scotland by Fèisean nan Gàidheal 
activities equates to around 115 FTE jobs contributing over £2.95m to the economy.   
 
Figures for Fèis Rois are included in the report as it is a member of Fèisean nan Gàidheal.  We 
work closely with Fèis Rois on a number of projects, but it no longer receives annual funding 
from Fèisean nan Gàidheal as it is regularly funded separately by Creative Scotland and has its 
own established management structure.  Its programme supports around 30.5 FTEs and 
contributes nearly £800k to the economy. 
 
The Fèis Movement has successfully generated hard economic benefits for Scotland, including 
fragile areas within the Highlands and Islands and urban areas that suffer from socioeconomic 
deprivation.  However, the artistic, social and linguistic benefits are just as important for the 
good of the nation.  There has never been a time when more young people have been skilled in 
playing traditional music and singing traditional songs, nor the opportunities so plentiful. 

As indicated in Section 1, the creative industries benefit greatly from our work.  Other 
beneficiaries include accommodation providers, eating establishments, car and bus hire 
companies, insurance brokers, travel agencies and Gaelic translators, often operating in rural, 
more fragile areas. 
 
Demand 
Demand for the work we support remains very high: 

 Over the past three years engagement levels have been high, reaching well over 200,000 
people, generating around £8m worth of activities contributing to the economic wellbeing 
of around 2,000 artists and 200 communities 

 We have maintained numbers of young people attending individual Fèisean at a time when 
family incomes diminished and a pandemic made face-to-face delivery impossible   

 We have striven to ensure access and participation, through bursaries and free places, for 
those who could not afford to pay and offer additional assistance to Fèisean to ensure 
participation by anyone with additional needs 

 During the pandemic we delivered an online programme which attracted around 1,700 
participants and our online engagement increased dramatically  

 Although the audience for Blas fluctuates from year-to-year depending on the programme 
offered, it remains healthy as do satisfaction ratings 



 

 Summer Cèilidh Trails reached a very large audience, depending on the events at which 
they appear, providing an authentic visitor experience as well as training and employment 
for young musicians 

 Fèisgoil has greatly increased its engagement with school pupils with an increasing number 
of local authorities and public bodies contracting the service to provide cultural activities 
which help deliver outcomes required of Gaelic Language Plans and other initiatives 

 We have seen increases in the number of people employed to deliver Fèisean nan 
Gàidheal’s programme due to additional teaching opportunities created as a result of the 
increase in Fèisgoil activities and a number of new initiatives devised to support artists 
during the Covid pandemic 

 Our increased use of social media demonstrates the interest in our work and using digital 
media enables us to disseminate information to large numbers of people quickly and 
cheaply 

 Engagement through FèisTV has expanded over the past few years and this, and the use of 
other online platforms during the pandemic, has resulted in large numbers watching 
content 

 Providing grants, on behalf of Creative Scotland, to other organisations through Tasgadh 
and Maoin nan Ealan Gàidhlig increases our engagement with the traditional and Gaelic arts 
sectors and provides a range of additional opportunities for artists.   

 
Ability to deliver 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal is an organisation with an excellent track record in project and 
programme delivery as well as management of substantial public funds.   
 
It was a core-funded organisation of the Scottish Arts Council, a foundation organisation of 
Creative Scotland and regularly funded by Creative Scotland between 2015 and 2022.   
 
HIE has supported Fèisean nan Gàidheal throughout those periods also, as has Bòrd na Gàidhlig 
since soon after its establishment.  The relationship with HIE changed at the end of 2021-22.  
While regular funding for Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s programme will no longer be available, 
support can still be sought for projects and new developments. 
 
Key local authorities such as The Highland Council, Comhairle nan Eilean Siar and Argyll & Bute 
Council have also been very supportive.  However local authority funding is uncertain and we 
no longer have a regular contract with Comhairle nan Eilean Siar. 
 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal has also delivered work funded by the Scottish Government Gaelic and 
Scots Team or commissioned, as in the case of the ambitious Treòir | Voar | Virr, by the Scottish 
Government Islands Team. 
 
An innovative and adaptive organisation, Fèisean nan Gàidheal always looks to lever funds and 
maximise benefit for funding bodies and has sought to reduce its reliance on public funding by 
earning additional income.  At present it earns around 40% of its required funding with any 
surpluses generated from contract delivery used to support its core work.  Partnership working 
is essential and Fèisean nan Gàidheal will strive to maintain a mix of funders and partners in 
delivering this Programme Plan during 2022-27. 
 
Details of our governance arrangements and staffing structure are available further on in the 
plan.  The following is an organisational SWOT analysis:  



 

 
 	 	



 

Work Theme SUPPORT AND DEVELOP FÈISEAN 
 
 
RATIONALE  
 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal exists primarily to support and develop local Fèisean aiming to 
ensure everyone, who wishes to, may access and enjoy experiences in the traditional 
arts.  The differences between Fèisean are valued and our support is geared towards 
the specific needs of each organisation we support.  The input of volunteers in running 
them is one of the key strengths of the Fèisean.  The geographical spread of the 
Fèisean creates challenges but also enables communities across Scotland to be 
transformed through cultural development with the opportunities afforded by the 
Fèisean offering the ability to enhance the quality of life for all.  We recognise the 
important role arts and culture play in increasing the visibility of Gaelic and 
engagement with the language and the key role Fèisean play in that. 
 
We acknowledge and value the role of volunteers and aim to make the work less 
onerous and more enjoyable for them through the provision of a range of services 
geared towards their specific needs.  The contribution of some of Scotland’s foremost 
traditional artists who tutor at Fèisean is highly valued and Fèisean nan Gàidheal 
seeks to offer realistic pay when they work with us.  Through close cooperation and 
joint working, we wish to ensure delivery of creative activities.  Agreeing with the UN 
Convention on the Rights of the Child to “rest, leisure and play, cultural life and the 
arts” as well as the Time to Shine11 vision our work can help ensure “all Scotland’s 
children and young people flourish and achieve in and through the arts and 
creativity”. 
 
 
 
OUTCOMES TO BE DELIVERED (see table in section 3) 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 14 
 
 
STRATEGY 
Our priorities and timetable to Support and Develop Fèisean shall include: 
 

 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 

Regular funding for Fèis activities through a Grants 
Scheme for Fèisean with a commitment to paying tutors 
MU minimum rates if sufficient funding is available 

√ √ √ √ √ 

Development funding with a specific element towards 
increasing Gaelic medium drama and music delivery 

√ √ √ √ √ 
Employment of tutors - artists in residencies - with 
Fèisean when opportunities arise 

√     

	
11 http://www.creativescotland.com/resources/our-publications/plans-and-strategy-documents/national-youth-arts-strategy (page 4) 
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Strategic and practical support through a network of 
Development Officers each with a portfolio of Fèisean 

√ √ √ √ √ 
Support for local organisers paid through Annualised 
Hours as part of our Grants Scheme for Fèisean 

√ √ √ √ √ 
Assistance for community groups wishing to establish 
new Fèisean  

√ √ √ √ √ 
Further development of Gaelic use at Fèisean particularly, 
but not exclusively, in island communities 

√ √ √ √ √ 
Regular engagement with local Fèisean through Lead 
Officers, an annual conference and regional gatherings 

√ √ √ √ √ 
Establishment of a Fèis ‘buddy system’ to encourage 
mutual support and joint working between Fèisean  

√     
The lending of instruments for free use at the Fèisean 
from our Musical Instrument Bank 

√ √ √ √ √ 
Supporting Fèisean to establish local musical instrument 
banks to cut down on transport costs and carbon use 

 √    
The central administration of a PVG scheme to ensure 
protection for children and vulnerable adults 

√ √ √ √ √ 
Assistance with the implementation of our Gaelic 
Language Policy 

√ √ √ √ √ 
Development of policies recommended for adoption 
across the Fèis movement to ensure high quality 
organisation and provision of arts activities 

√ √ √ √ √ 

Enhancing the understanding and status of our work 
through dissemination of news on our website, to media 
contacts, social media and digital newsletters 

√ √ √ √ √ 

Inclusion of young people in decision-making within 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal 

√ √ √ √ √ 

Production of new Gaelic and traditional music resources 
in digital formats 

 √ √   √	
Provision of insurance giving Fèisean cover for all aspects 
of their arts activities 

√ √ √ √ √ 

Provision of additional financial assistance, where 
required, to ensure access for those with additional 
support needs 

√ √ √ √ √ 

Strategic support for Fèisean wishing to expand and 
sustain a year-round programme of work as funding 
allows 

√ √ √ √ √ 

Support for new and experimental work in the Gaelic arts √ √ √ √ √ 
The collection and digitisation of traditional Gaelic songs √ √ √ √ √ 
Gaelic proof-reading for Fèisean √ √ √ √ √ 
Simple graphic design to help Fèisean ensure Gaelic use 
and visibility 

√ √ √ √ √ 
 

 
√ indicates years in which activity is anticipated to take place.  Time-limited funds may have 
an impact on when certain activities can take place. 



 

WHAT WE WILL DO  
Our attention over the next few years will be to ensure local Fèisean re-establish their work 
in the wake of the Covid pandemic.  Fèisean nan Gàidheal will strive to deliver the above 
outcomes by ensuring access to enriching creative experiences in the traditional arts to as 
wide a range of people as possible aiming to return to pre-pandemic levels of engagement. 
 
We will have a renewed focus on supporting individual artists, creating as many paid 
opportunities as possible with a commitment to fair pay for all artists we contract. 
 
In doing so we will promote equality, diversity and inclusion through engagement with 
people from a wide range of communities across the country, including those in areas of 
social and economic deprivation.  As far as possible, we will enable people to participate in 
arts activities in their own locality where that is desirable. 
 
We will continue to operate a Grants Scheme for Fèisean, focusing primarily on support for 
main Fèis activities and year-round classes.  We will endeavour to ensure grants are 
sufficient to allow Fèisean to pay industry standard rates to tutors.  For many Fèisean this 
will require a significant uplift in the fees they pay to tutors.  With our grants scheme already 
under pressure it will be a challenge to deliver fully on this aim without additional support. 
 
Our Fèis Development Fund has been an extremely valuable mechanism for supporting 
innovation, with relatively modest support often levering in substantial additional 
investment to local communities.  We will continue to operate a development fund but may, 
from time to time, target funding towards the delivery of specific priorities, for example 
increasing music and drama work through the medium of Gaelic at Fèisean. 
 
Community groups across Scotland approach Fèisean nan Gàidheal with the aim of 
establishing a Fèis.  Applications for membership are considered by the Board of Fèisean 
nan Gàidheal to ensure groups fulfil the required criteria and are strategically placed to meet 
the access and inclusion aims of Fèisean nan Gàidheal.  Fèisean nan Gàidheal staff will 
continue to provide support for new Fèisean.  Taking a strategic overview of where new 
Fèisean are established can help inclusion and environmental sustainability by cutting down 
on the need for young people to travel long distances to access activities. 
 
We will also take a strategic view of support for Gaelic medium Fèisean, particularly where 
demand comes from communities where Gaelic medium education is available or where 
there is a desire to increase the use of Gaelic in a community.  Involvement in Gaelic arts can 
contribute to broadening the vocabulary and enriching the language of young people by 
increasing opportunities to use the language outwith school. 
 
At the core of our organisation is a dedicated team of people who support Fèisean.  Fèisean 
nan Gàidheal’s staff will continue to be supported to ensure Fèisean benefit from one-to-
one attention from a Lead Officer who should, ordinarily, be the first point of contact in their 
dealings with Fèisean nan Gàidheal.  They will be enabled to help with a range of issues such 
as grant form completion, grant compliance including assistance with disclosure checking, 
raising of external funding for specific projects, publicity for events, compliance with Fèisean 
nan Gàidheal’s Gaelic Policy, hands-on assistance for committees during their Fèis, 
organisation of training for organisers as well as collaboration between Fèisean. 



 

Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s musical instrument bank is well used and demand regularly outstrips 
the supply of available instruments.  Fèisean nan Gàidheal will continue to make 
instruments available to Fèisean free of cost and allow individuals to access them with low 
rental charges.  Fèisean nan Gàidheal will maintain the current instruments and invest in 
new instruments, as capital funds allow.  Lead Officers will assist Fèisean to raise funds to 
establish local instrument banks to address issues of environmental sustainability. 
 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal treats the safety and wellbeing of all people with which it works as 
paramount and has, for a number of years, offered a central PVG scheme whereby disclosure 
checks are done at no cost to the Fèisean.  This service will continue during the lifetime of 
this plan and we will ensure Fèisean are kept appraised of any changes to legislation that 
affect them and are supported to deal with them.   
 
In addition, Fèisean nan Gàidheal will introduce clearer guidelines on safeguarding, some of 
which will be enforceable through conditions of grant, in order to tackle any inappropriate 
behaviour or abuse on the part of people in a position of trust.  
 
We will offer a news service for Fèisean wishing to publicise events and will regularly release 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal news to the media.  We will produce digital newsletters and use social 
media to disseminate news.  We will contribute to sharing news releases of partner 
organisations as appropriate. 
 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal believes young people should be involved in decision-making within 
local Fèisean and Fèisean nan Gàidheal.  Progress has been made over the past few years 
with young people on Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Board of Trustees, on the Blas Programming 
Group and the Café Bheairteis steering group.  Further opportunities will be developed. 
 
We will engage in the digitisation of teaching resources, where possible making them 
available in e-book formats which can be accessed free of charge or on a pay-to-download 
basis.   New resources will be produced in digital formats as much as possible. 
 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal will continue to provide insurance to all Fèisean covering their 
essential needs as a membership benefit.  This represents a considerable saving to local 
Fèisean and mitigates the risk of cover not being in place. 
 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal will continue to offer specific funding to Fèisean to ensure young 
people with additional needs can access the creative experiences on offer.  This will be done 
on a case-by-case basis in line with our Access Policy. 
 
Our archiving projects have been successful in encouraging intergenerational transmission 
of Gaelic at the same time as collecting, and making available digitally, valuable aspects of 
local culture and intangible cultural heritage which Fèisean can use into the future.  Building 
on Fuaran we will continue to encourage young people to collect, research, learn and re-
record Gaelic songs, in particular, and make the new recordings available digitally.  We will 
also engage renowned writers of Gaelic songs and pair them with young people, and adults, 
to encourage more people to learn the craft of song-writing and to experiment in a range of 
genres.  New songs will be made available digitally. 	 	



 

	

Work Theme ENHANCE SKILLS AND CREATIVE TALENT 
 
 
RATIONALE  
 
We recognise the role of the Fèisean in encouraging participation in the arts and in 
nurturing talent.  Perhaps their greatest value is to the thousands of young people who 
have taken part in Fèis activities over 40 years and who have gained additional skills as 
a result.  Several hundred have gone on to be outstanding musicians, singers or actors 
and now make their living through performance and/or teaching and we acknowledge 
the central role of the Fèisean in that process.  Former Fèis participants play in bands 
that sustain the programmes of festivals across the country and abroad.  Our work has 
had an influence on the creative, linguistic and social skills of the young people who 
participate in Fèisean12.   
 
We recognise the need to continue investing in developing the skills of those delivering 
our programme so that we can achieve the best possible outcomes for them.  We have 
an ability to develop the talent of young Fèis participants and offer pathways towards 
further development and study through cooperation with others.  We take seriously 
our ability to contribute towards increasing numbers of Gaelic speakers and greater 
use of the language in Scotland through the positive policies we seek to implement. 
 
 
 
OUTCOMES TO BE DELIVERED (see table in section 3) 
 

2 3 4 5 7 8 10 13 15 
 
 
STRATEGY 
Our priorities and timetable to Enhance Skills and Creative Talent shall include: 
 

 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25 2025/26 2026/27 

Regular training in teaching skills for tutors √ √ √ √ √ 
Regular Gaelic language training for Fèis tutors to ensure 
an increase in Gaelic use in line with our Gaelic policy  

√ √ √ √ √ 

Training for staff in elements of language planning, 
through the newly-established network of Gaelic Officers, 
cascaded to Fèis organisers to assist in increasing use of 
Gaelic in community events 

√ √ √ √ √ 

Regular training available on demand for Fèis organisers 
to ensure they have the skills to run their events as 
professionally as possible 

√ √ √ √ √ 

Regular training for the staff of Fèisean nan Gàidheal and 
individual Fèisean 

√ √ √ √ √ 

	
12 http://www.feisean.org/wp-content/uploads/25-Years-of-Feisean.pdf (pages 51-54) 
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Cooperative working to offer further progression to 
individual young people 

√ √ √ √ √ 

Address disciplines under-represented in the Fèisean 
through specialist events bringing tutors and experts 
together to share skills and best practice 

 √ √   

Provide inter-generational training with less experienced 
tutors learning from recognised tradition bearers 

√  √   

Use digital platforms to deliver at least some training 
online, reducing travel and carbon emissions 

√ √ √ √ √ 

Provision of digitisation, collecting and transcribing skills 
for young people 

 √  √  

Provision of performance skills training for young people √ √ √ √ √ 
Provision of music business skills training for young 
people 

√ √ √ √ √ 

Opportunities for artists to develop writing/composing 
skills through new commissions 

√ √ √ √ √ 

Participation in initiatives that will lead to employment 
for young people in the arts and creativity 

√ √ √ √ √ 
 

 
√ indicates years in which activity is anticipated to take place.  Time-limited funds may have 
an impact on when certain activities can take place. 
 
 
WHAT WE WILL DO 
In implementing the above strategy, Fèisean nan Gàidheal will promote excellence in its own 
working practices and those with whom it works.  We will assist young people and adults as 
far as possible to pursue a career in the arts and creative industries should that be their wish. 
 
Regular training will be available through an annual programme.  We will explore the ability 
to deliver training digitally in all instances and make that option available where it is possible 
to encourage participation and reduce carbon emissions.  
 
In order to maintain a skilled workforce, Fèisean nan Gàidheal will organise regular training 
for its staff.  This will be extended to other Fèisean with staff, where appropriate.  Our training 
programme for volunteers invests in people in many areas who often use the skills gained 
through Fèis activities for the wider benefit of their community.  Organisers will benefit from 
the provision of a wide range of skills training on, demand, including fund-raising, child 
protection, EDI issues, Gaelic language, first aid, governance and computer skills.   
 
While Fèisean nan Gàidheal is best placed to provide some of the training on offer, 
particularly for the Fèis organisers, we will engage external trainers when required and assist 
with the cost of delivery of relevant training provided by external trainers.  
 
Traditional music tutors within and outwith the Fèis movement will be able to develop their 
skills through sessions on teaching techniques, lesson planning, the use of Gaelic and the 
identification of teaching resources.  Courses will be available in a number of locations, or 
digitally, cutting down as much as possible on the need for tutors to travel.  



 

We will support on-going training for tutors involved in the delivery of our formal education 
work through Fèisgoil.  This will include passing on best practice in teaching and the use of 
resources in order to deliver outcomes of the Curriculum for Excellence or any successor. 
 
As well as utilising the skills available through our tutor pool, we will train tutors in language 
teaching in order to meet the demand for Gaelic teaching through Fèisgoil (see Development 
Area 3).  This will involve a transfer of skills employed in the teaching of music and ensuring 
tutors are sufficiently acquainted with available resources, as well as developing our own. 
 
To fully implement our Gaelic Language Policy regular Gaelic language classes for Fèis tutors 
will be organised and relevant terminology will be available digitally on our website, and 
augmented, for tutors to access at any time.  This will also continue to be available through a 
mobile app.  Gaelic skills are enhanced through some of the digitisation work we undertake, 
in interviewing people and transcribing the materials collected, as well as Café Bheairteis.   
 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal continually learns from experiences and adapts delivery to ensure the 
training provided is relevant, valuable and of high quality.  We will ensure the views of young 
people involved in our skills development are gathered and invite feedback on activities we 
organise.  We may, from time to time, convene focus groups or issue questionnaires, using 
digital media, to invite comment and gauge demand for activities we are planning. 
 
Young people who have come through the Fèis movement as participants have long been 
able to return as tutors.  We will provide teaching and performance opportunities to allow 
them to make use of their creative skills to generate an income. 
 
We will engage in themed years, if possible, as has been the case in the past. 
 
We will bring tutors and experts together to share skills and good practice in certain areas of 
the traditional arts which remain under-represented in the Fèisean.  
 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal commissions new work from time to time which offers the opportunity 
for experimentation.  Through the Blas Festival we aim to commission new work annually, as 
funding allows.  These commissions allow artists to develop their composition skills and, in 
the past, have been reprised after their Blas outing, sometimes featuring on BBC ALBA or BBC 
Radio nan Gàidheal and in festivals like Celtic Connections, Belladrum and HebCelt. 
 
Our Fèis Cèilidh Trails offer young people opportunities to undertake training in arranging 
music, engaging with an audience, promoting events and using PA equipment before 
experiencing the life of a touring musician.  This is one of several opportunities offered to 
help them make an informed decision about pursuing a career in the arts. 
 
The success of the Fèisean has resulted in study pathways in traditional music having been 
established including the BA Scottish Music Course at the RSAMD, BA Traditional Music 
Course at Sabhal Mòr Ostaig, BA Applied Music Course at UHI and the National Centre of 
Excellence in Traditional Music at Plockton High School.  Those institutions have been 
sustained with the involvement of Fèis participants, either as students or tutors.  We will 
continue to work with them to ensure Fèis participants access further learning opportunities. 

  



 

	

Work Theme ENHANCE GAELIC ARTS AND CULTURE IN 
CREATIVE LEARNING 

 
 
RATIONALE  
 
We recognise that we have a cohort of very skilled tutors who have successfully 
transferred their expertise from delivering in the informal sector to the formal 
education sector.  Fèis tutors have utilised their skills to deliver work in the arts and 
Gaelic language that ensure outcomes required of the Curriculum for Excellence, the 
National Gaelic Language Plan, wider Scottish Government initiatives and help deliver 
best practice as defined in the Statutory Guidance on Gaelic Education. 
   
We acknowledge the need for Fèisean nan Gàidheal to generate income from 
delivering services we have drawn a range of arts and Gaelic language based creative 
learning and community projects together into our Fèisgoil service.  This includes 
active participation in music, drama and Gaelic language within schools as well as 
Gaelic awareness-raising training for public bodies and Gaelic enriching activities 
among other initiatives.  Fèisgoil allows engagement in audience development offering 
local Fèisean opportunities to promote the work they do in complementing that being 
offered in schools. 
 
Above all working in schools, including special schools, offers an opportunity to include 
all young people in participation in language and culture regardless of their ethnic 
background, ability to afford lessons, learning capabilities or existing level of creative 
talent, no matter where they live. 
 
 
 
OUTCOMES TO BE DELIVERED (see table in section 3) 
 

2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10 11 
 
 
STRATEGY 
Our priorities and timetable to Enhance Gaelic Arts and Culture in Creative Learning shall 
include: 
 
	 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25	 2025/26 2026/27 

Promotion of Fèisgoil as a coherent service offering 
opportunities for active participation in creative learning  

√ √ √ √ √ 

Continuing to use digital platforms for at least some 
education work, to reach a wider, more diverse audience 
and cut down on carbon emissions 

√ √ √ √ √ 

Offering traditional music classes in schools though the 
Youth Music Initiative (YMI) and other programmes such 
as the Mòd Academy 

√ √ √ √ √ 
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Further promotion of Beairteas and Caraidean Còmhraidh 
– inter-generational schemes to enrich language 

√ √ √ √ √ 

Offering residential opportunities for community 
activities delivered in Gaelic including 5 Latha 

√ √ √ √ √ 

Offering residential opportunities to enhance creative 
skills through the Sgoil Shamhraidh Dràma and Fèis Alba 

√ √ √ √ √ 
Delivering Blasad Gàidhlig – programmes for schools 
requiring an introduction to Gaelic language and public 
bodies requiring Gaelic Awareness Training 

√ √ √ √ √ 

Professional learning opportunities in Gaelic arts and 
culture for teachers and Fèisgoil tutors 

√ √ √ √ √ 

Gaelic medium drama workshop and performance 
programmes with Meanbh-Chuileag 

√ √ √ √ √ 

Gaelic related drama workshop and performance 
programmes through Sporan for learners of Gaelic  

√ √ √ √ √ 

Work in partnership with others to sustain community 
Gaelic drama supporting inter-generational participation 
in creative activities 

 √ √ √ √ 

Promoting active participation for early years groups 
through Hùb Hàb 

√ √ √ √ √ 

Support for new Gaelic song writing  √  √  

Gaelic language support work at Fèisean to ensure 
engagement of more young people with the language  

√ √ √ √ √ 

Support for other Gaelic medium artforms and activities 
that could be delivered in schools through the Fèisgoil 
service 

√ √ √ √ √ 

Mini-Fèisean in schools and communities to ensure 
knowledge of and participation in Gaelic culture 

√ √ √ √ √ 

Music, song and drama delivered in of Gaelic in Gaelic 
medium schools and departments 

√ √ √ √ √ 

Simultaneous interpretation (Gaelic to English) at 
meetings and events 

√ √ √ √ √ 

 
√ indicates years in which activity is anticipated to take place.  Time-limited funds may have 
an impact on when certain activities can take place. 
 
 
WHAT WE WILL DO 
In implementing the above strategy, Fèisean nan Gàidheal will continue its effective 
partnerships with other bodies and agencies to generate income by delivering contracts for 
them through our Fèisgoil service.  This creates significant employment for freelance tutors 
with any surplus from delivering contracts reinvested in Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s core work of 
supporting the Fèisean.   
 
Fèisgoil was established in response to opportunities created by Scottish Government 
initiatives as well as priorities set out in Creative Scotland’s 10-Year Plan, the National Gaelic 
Language Plan and the plans of local authorities and public bodies developed under the 



 

Gaelic Language (Scotland) Act 2005.  We aim to continue building relationships with public 
bodies and other agencies to assist them in the provision of high-quality public services that 
will contribute to delivering shared outcomes. 
 
Fèisgoil provides additional employment opportunities for Fèis tutors, enhancing their 
income and developing their teaching skills while also attracting new tutors to the wider Fèis 
movement.  Students planning to be teachers benefit greatly for the hands-on experience of 
preparing for Fèisgoil work as well as time spent in the classroom.  
 
Fèisgoil offers local authorities a valuable service that helps deliver the active participation of 
pupils in creative work in schools, as well as Gaelic language for learners, contributing 
towards outcomes expected of the Curriculum for Excellence.  It enables local authorities to 
demonstrate the best practice required of the Statutory Guidance on Gaelic Education.   
 
We will continue to work with An Comunn Gàidhealach and local authorities to prepare 
children for participation in local and national mòds. 
 
We will further promote our intergenerational work - Beairteas (richness) and Caraidean 
Còmhraidh (Blether Buddies) - to match community-based fluent Gaelic speakers with school 
pupils.  Their richness of language, specialist knowledge of Gaelic culture and many other 
subjects about which they can speak in Gaelic provides a valuable resource for pupils.  Some 
Gaelic speakers feel disenfranchised from developments in the language and the aim of 
Beairteas is to appreciate their considerable abilities and engage them in enriching pupils’ 
language skills and knowledge of Gaelic culture. 
 
Fèisgoil will contribute to Creative Scotland’s commitment to increasing opportunities for 
everyone to extend their understanding of themselves through engagement with the arts 
and creative industries.  It will help deliver the Time to Shine vision of ensuring that “all 
Scotland’s children and young people flourish and achieve in and through the arts and 
creativity” as well as the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child to rest, leisure and play, 
cultural life and the arts. 
 
One of the significant features of working with young people in schools is the opportunity it 
offers to include everyone in creative activity regardless of ethnic origins, social backgrounds, 
creative skills, learning capabilities or geographical location.  For example, Fèisean nan 
Gàidheal has a contract with High Life Highland to deliver traditional music classes in all 
Highland Council primary schools through the Youth Music Initiative (YMI).   
 
YMI work provides good quality, regular, progressive and participative educational 
experiences in traditional music for all pupils in a class.  It reaches large numbers and includes 
everyone.  Local Fèisean are closely involved in this delivery and use the opportunities 
afforded by access to school pupils to promote their own work as well as fostering good 
relationships with the schools from which their Fèis participants are drawn.   
 
The Blas education programme brings quality artists into schools, either for performances 
that help build future audiences, or for workshops that give pupils a participative experience.  
In partnership with bodies such as Live Music NOW and Music in Hospitals, this work extends 
to hospitals and care homes.   



 

Our Meanbh-Chuileag theatre-in-education programme will provide school pupils with a 
valuable Gaelic medium drama experience in a flexible learning environment, encouraging 
participation.  Consultation will take place on the subject matter of the works produced.  In 
the past social issues have tackled, complementing the work being done in schools, while at 
other times the programme deals with elements of traditional Gaelic culture.  The annual 
Gaelic pantomime toured by Meanbh-Chuileag encourages a high level of active 
participation on the part of pupils. 
 
Similarly, our Sporan initiative exists to engage young people who are not in Gaelic medium 
education.  Drama is a powerful tool in educating young people who are learning Gaelic, or 
those who have never experienced it, to engage with this rich element of Scotland’s culture.   
 
Our Hùb Hàb early years initiative creates work including music, Gaelic song, drama and 
puppetry that encourages a high level of active participation by children with and without 
Gaelic language skills. 
 
Our annual Sgoil Shamhraidh Dràma and 5 Latha residential events will provide 
opportunities for young people to actively engage in creativity, exploring Gaelic arts and 
community activities, delivered entirely in Gaelic.  These events are deliberately held in 
communities where Gaelic is spoken widely to enable participants to use the language in a 
range of situations. 
	 
	 	



 

	

Work Theme ENGAGE AND DEVELOP AUDIENCES  
 
 
RATIONALE  
 
We recognise our work offers opportunities to ensure local residents and visitors can 
experience Gaelic arts and cultural events which promote Scotland’s distinctiveness.  
We acknowledge the benefits performance opportunities can bring in developing the 
skills of young people, promoting excellence and offering opportunities to experiment.  
We value and support events that enhance community cultural development, grow 
audiences, contribute to the economy and social cohesion.  We believe that people 
should not have to travel to centres of population to access excellent events as the 
norm and that events in small communities are both desirable as a means of supporting 
can be more environmentally sustainable.   
 
 
 
OUTCOMES TO BE DELIVERED (see table in section 3) 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 14 
 
 
STRATEGY 
Our priorities and timetable to Engage and Develop Audiences shall include: 
 

 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25	 2025/26 2026/27 

Continuation of support for local Fèis performances √	 √	 √	 √ √ 
Increase the use of Gaelic in Fèis performances √ √ √ √ √ 
Support for summer Fèis Cèilidh Trails or other tourism-
based performance activities 

√	 √	 √	 √ √ 

Organisation of the annual Blas Festival, or rural 
programming, including a new commission  

√	 √	 √	 √ √ 

Organisation of an annual Gaelic Drama Summer School √	 √	 √	 √ √ 
Residential opportunities with arts and related activities 
delivered in Gaelic 

√	 √	 √	 √ √ 

Promoting Fèis participation in national events and 
themed years 

√	 √	 √	 √ √ 

Participation by Fèis musicians in learning and 
showcasing opportunities in Scotland as well as abroad, 
with a focus on Gaelic-speaking Cape Breton and Ireland 

√	 √	 √	 √ √ 

Ensuring our work is available to as wide and diverse an 
audience through various media and digital platforms, in 
particular FèisTV 

√	 √	 √	 √ √ 

Delivery of Tasgadh and Maoin nan Ealan Gàidhlig on 
behalf of Creative Scotland while funding permits 

√ √ √ √ √ 
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√ indicates years in which activity is anticipated to take place.  Time-limited funds may have 
an impact of when certain activities can take place. 
 
 
WHAT WE WILL DO 
In implementing the above strategy, Fèisean nan Gàidheal will continue to support Fèisean 
to provide performance opportunities for young people in traditional music, Gaelic song, 
traditional dance and Gaelic drama.  Such experiences build confidence and increase visibility 
and wider community participation through events the Fèisean organise. 
 
Summer Cèilidh Trails provide good quality performance experiences and employment for 
young musicians as well as entertainment for tourist audiences and local residents.  We will 
support local Fèis Cèilidh Trails as finance allows.   
 
The Blas Festival has been a very successful partnership between The Highland Council and 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal offering an authentic taste of the Highlands to locals and visitors alike.  
It is established as a pivotal event in the Scottish cultural calendar.  Around 55% of the Blas 
audience comes from the Highlands, with 27% from the rest of Scotland and 18% from 
outside Scotland.  Events broadcast on FèisTV and, at times, BBC ALBA enable our culture, 
language, heritage and environment to be showcased across the world.   
 
As with all Fèisean nan Gàidheal projects, Gaelic language and youth are to the fore in all 
events, making Blas a truly unique festival both within Scotland and internationally.   Blas 
makes a virtue of bringing high quality productions to small venues across the Highlands as 
well as utilising larger venues that form part of Scotland’s arts infrastructure.  The events 
feature production values not normally accessible to, or affordable for, promoters in small 
communities.  Bringing quality events to small communities removes the need for people to 
travel to events in large centres of population reducing the environmental impact of such 
travel and addressing issues of equality of provision. 
 
Should the nature of the partnership with The Highland Council change, Blas could continue 
as a lower-level showcase for the Fèis movement or as a brand for programming events in 
rural and island communities.  We will continue to grow audiences by exploring ways for a 
more diverse range of people to access live events digitally through our FèisTV service. 
 
Our Gaelic Drama Summer School provides young adults with the opportunity to engage in 
an intensive creative experience over two weeks.  They are taught to express themselves and 
communicate in different ways, are involved in creative writing, film-making, technical skills 
and a final performance in front of an audience.  We will provide a Gaelic Drama Summer 
School and attempt to grow the numbers of young people engaged in Gaelic drama over the 
period of this plan.   
 
Our 5 Latha Gaelic medium residential event in Lewis each year, which has experienced high 
demand, provides a unique opportunity for young people to engage in creativity, exploring 
Gaelic song and traditional music alongside community work such as crofting, fishing, 
cooking and weaving.  This augments the Gaelic vocabulary of participants through 
intergenerational transmission.  We will continue to organise the event in Lewis on an annual 
basis and explore the possibility of similar events in other Gaelic communities. 



 

We keep in touch with alumni and participants and offer them further opportunities from 
time-to-time.  We communicate regularly with Fèis contacts and committee members and 
rely on them to communicate with their participants.  We use online solutions such as 
Mailchimp and social media such as Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, as well as data 
harvested from tickets sales, to communicate more widely with audiences.   
 

In the past, Fèisean nan Gàidheal has been involved in the various themed years, national 
and international showcase events such as the commissioning of new music – Dealbh 
Dùthcha - and the creation of an ensemble of around 30 young musicians who were 
Scotland’s only representatives in the 2008 Liverpool European Capital of Culture 
celebrations.  We organised Fèis participation in the 2014 Commonwealth Games Cultural 
Programme.  We developed and delivered the only Highland and Gaelic signature event for 
the 2018 Year of Young People and have been involved in all themed years since.  We will 
continue our involvement in themed years if they are relevant to the work of the Fèisean. 
   

Our Fuaran singers have taken part in Celtic Colours in Nova Scotia and we would hope to 
build on the relationship with the festival as well as maintaining links with Irish counterparts. 
We will also explore working with new bodies through the Amateo and European Folk 
Network.  Several Fèisean have ongoing international exchanges with similar groups in other 
countries.   We would continue to encourage and support such links. 
 

From time to time Fèisean nan Gàidheal has organised showcase concerts to promote the 
work we do and to give young people an opportunity to perform in professional venues with 
high production values.  We will provide showcase opportunities for Fèis participants, at our 
own hand and in cooperation with others, in Scotland and abroad as opportunities arise.  
These will be produced with the best quality production values ensuring a positive 
experience for performers and audience. 
 

The BBC and others have broadcast several strands of our work on television and radio.  Our 
work must be of high quality to enable programme makers to maintain production 
standards.  We have sought to work with BBC ALBA on opportunities to provide content for 
programming, and with other media to ensure our work reaches a wide audience and is 
available digitally, both as a record of achievement and for the public to enjoy.  Through 
FèisTV we expect to broadcast regular events and charge, where appropriate, for people to 
view. 
 

If Creative Scotland continues to fund the schemes, we will continue to run Tasgadh, an open 
traditional arts small grants programme allowing organisations and individuals to access 
small grants for projects against agreed criteria.  We will also continue to deliver grants for 
Gaelic arts projects through the recently established Maoin nan Ealan Gàidhlig. 
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	



 

Work Theme MANTAIN HIGH STANDARDS IN GOVERNANCE 
AND STAFFING 

 
 
RATIONALE  
 
It is important to have an engaged Board of Trustees to set strategy for the 
organisation and maintain an overview of funding agreements and the performance of 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal in delivering required outcomes.  The Board must also ensure 
compliance with all requirements of Companies House, OCSR and other legal 
obligations.    
 
The Board understands its duty to develop and review robust and relevant policies to 
support and ensure the safety of staff, volunteers, freelance artists and participants 
involved in activities organised, or funded, by Fèisean nan Gàidheal. 
 
Board and staff must ensure policies are adhered to and that risk is managed in relation 
to all activities.  Staff ensure that the principles of equality, diversity and inclusion (EDI) 
are embedded in the organisation’s work and the Board has a role in monitoring 
delivery of Fèisean nan Gàidheal EDI plan.  
 
The Board has committed to Fair Pay and recognises its duty of care over all staff, its 
role in appointing senior staff and ensuring they are adequately supported to deliver 
the work required of them.  
 
The Board is also committed to ensuring succession, both within the staff and at Board 
level, undertaking various initiatives to ensure new Board members are interested in 
standing for election and maintaining Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s reputation as a good 
employer. 
 
 
 
OUTCOMES TO BE DELIVERED (see table in section 3) 
 

1 2 3 4 5 8 9 12 15 
 
 
STRATEGY 
Our priorities and timetable to Maintain High Standards in Governance and Staffing shall 
include: 
 

 2022/23 2023/24 2024/25	 2025/26 2026/27 

Hold regular Board meetings with papers published on 
the organisation’s website to ensure transparency 

√	 √	 √	 √ √ 
Convene other meetings as necessary to ensure good 
governance 

√ √ √ √ √ 
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Instigate a programme for potential Board members to 
experience meetings in advance of standing for election 

√	 	 √	  √ 

Offer a full induction to new Board members outlining 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal work and their responsibilities 

 √	 √  √ 
Ensure the continuing involvement of young people in 
decision-making  

√	 √	 √	 √ √ 

Ensure all policies are kept under regular review and are 
revised early should circumstances change 

√	 √	 √	 √ √ 

Engage in discussing and agreeing short, medium and 
long-term plans for Fèisean nan Gàidheal 

√	 √	 √	 √ √ 

Maintain an overview of agreements with funding 
bodies and ensure adequate monitoring of performance 

√	 √	 √	 √ √ 

Maintain an overview of an agreed EDI plan and ensure 
an annual progress report is considered by the Board 

√	 √	 √	 √ √ 

Maintain an overview of risk and ensure an annual 
progress report is considered by the Board 

√	 √	 √	 √ √ 

Ensure staff are paid fairly and that they are offered any 
training to enable them to reach their potential 

√ √ √ √ √ 

Ensure all staff undergo an annual review with an 
opportunity for open discussion on performance 

√ √ √ √ √ 
Ensure compliance with all requirements of Companies 
House and OCSR    

√ √ √ √ √ 
Ensure compliance with all other legal requirements, 
including those relating to taxes and pensions    

√ √ √ √ √ 
Publish an Annual Report featuring highlights of 
activities undertaken, statistics and a financial statement 

√ √ √ √ √ 
 

 
√ indicates years in which activity is anticipated to take place.  Time-limited funds may have 
an impact of when certain activities can take place. 
 
 
WHAT WE WILL DO 
A review of the function, appositeness and efficacy of Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Board was 
successfully concluded in January 2013 with changes to election procedures instituted at that 
time and further revised in 2019 to ensure representation from young people.  During 2021, 
the Board decided to examine its Memorandum and Articles of Association to which some 
changes may be needed to ensure their fitness for purpose. 
 
Members of Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s Board will be selected through an open process of 
nomination and election that ensures Fèis representatives continue to have overall 
responsibility for the organisation’s strategic direction.  The Board reflects the community it 
serves with the power to co-opt two additional members should specific skills be required.   
 
In order to encourage new members to stand for election, we will organise ‘come and try’ 
sessions where prospective Board members take part in a meeting to see how they operate 
and the kinds of issues they may be expected to deal with. 
 



 

At their first meeting newly-elected Board members will undergo an induction workshop 
outlining the principles of corporate responsibility, roles as directors of Fèisean nan Gàidheal 
and trustees of a charity and a comprehensive overview of the organisation’s programme. 
 
The Board of Trustees will normally meet four times annually with additional meetings if 
necessary.  Board papers are available online a week in advance of each meeting, produced in 
a digital format only and members utilise iPads at meetings to access them.  This eradicates 
the cost, financially and environmentally, of producing and distributing papers and their 
distribution is instant.  During the Covid pandemic, all meetings were held digitally and it is 
likely that at least some future meetings will be held online.  
 
Observers from key funding organisations, namely Creative Scotland, Bòrd na Gàidhlig, The 
Highland Council and Argyll & Bute Council shall be entitled to attend Board meetings. 
 
We will aim to reduce carbon use in delivering our programme through a variety of initiatives 
including greening office premises, discouraging unnecessary paper use, encouraging active 
and green travel where and when appropriate, promoting meat-free catering and banning 
single use plastic at all events organised by Fèisean nan Gàidheal.  In line with our 
Environmental Policy, local Fèisean will be encouraged to do likewise. 
 
While Fèisean nan Gàidheal is committed to operating in an environmentally sustainable 
manner, the practice is somewhat frustrated by the quality of communications available to 
some of our members.  Many are based in rural areas with poor mobile phone or broadband 
connections.  3G or 4G mobile connectivity, or superfast broadband, remains an unrealistic 
prospect for some.  The same is true of public transport in rural areas the quality and quantity 
of which often necessitates travel by car where an alternative form of transport might be 
more efficient and environmentally friendly. 
 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal will strive to ensure excellent management of resources to the 
maximum benefit of the Fèis movement and funders.  All policies were revised in 2021-22 to 
reflect changes in legislation and to promote best practice.  In light of allegations of abuse 
which emerged early in 2022, a new Safe Place Policy was developed and agreed.  The range 
of policies, procedures and guidance documents in place is to ensure participants in our 
activities as well as the people we work with, and who work for us, are protected.  The 
following are available on Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s website: 
 
Access Policy Lone Workers Policy 
Anti-bribery Policy Manual Handling Policy 
Annualised Hours Guidelines Protecting Vulnerable Groups  
Business Continuity Plan Risk Assessment Guidelines for Fèisean 
Data Protection Policy Risk Management Policy 
Environmental Policy Safe Place Policy 
Equality, Diversity and Inclusion Action Plan Staff Handbook 
Financial Procedures Policy Staff Training and Development Policy 
Gaelic Policy Stress Management Policy 
Health and Safety Policy Travel Policy 
IT Use Policy Whistleblowing Policy 



 

A Risk Register will be maintained with the assessment and management of risks undertaken 
by staff on a day-to-day basis.  The Board acknowledges its responsibility for overall risk, 
maintains a regular overview of risks and will receive an annual report on the highest risks 
and the ways in which these are mitigated.  Risk management is taken very seriously by 
management and is a consideration in everything they do.  A number of new risks were 
added to the register in response to the Covid pandemic to try and ensure the organisation is 
ready to cope with any similar event in the future. 
 
Quarterly management accounts will be available to the Board and funders allowing them to 
ensure that income and expenditure is on-track for each period.  Since management 
accounts will be prepared by our external auditors, trustees and funders should have some 
added comfort as to the accuracy of the figures presented. 
 
Having devised a quarterly reporting model which outlines progress against the deliverables 
set against measures within Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s own plan and the agreements in place 
with all our main funders, we will continue to offer quarterly reports to the Board and 
funders.  Funders will also receive all papers for meetings of the Board of Trustees.   
 
In working with a budget of at least £1.3m annually over the past decade, with funding from 
multiple sources, Fèisean nan Gàidheal has demonstrated sound financial management.  It 
has regularly operated with a small annual surplus.  The organisation will maintain a reserve 
sufficient to sustain the organisation for 3 months in the event of withdrawal of funding to 
the extent that would necessitate the organisation closing down and redundancy 
settlements having to be met.  
 
The organisation shall deal timeously with any new PAYE or pension regulations shall, at all 
times, remain fully up to date with PAYE and VAT payments to HMRC and ensure returns to 
Companies House and OSCR are filed on time. 
 
All Board papers will be published on Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s website and an Annual Report 
will be made available to the public on our website along with our full Audited Accounts.  
 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal operates a wholly owned subsidiary, Blas Festival Ltd, the Board of 
which consists of three nominees of Fèisean nan Gàidheal.  Separate accounts shall be kept 
for Blas Festival Ltd, which is VAT-registered, and consolidated audited accounts produced 
for the activities of it and Fèisean nan Gàidheal. 
 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal is committed to equality and diversity across the organisation and 
among its member Fèisean.  Inclusion has been a hallmark of the Fèis movement.  Our board 
and staff shall demonstrate gender equality and engagement in the work of the Fèisean shall 
include people from communities across Scotland, of all ages and backgrounds. 
 
Although not a minority in a legal sense, Gaelic speakers are nonetheless a minoritised 
community within Scotland.  Our work shall aspire to give the Gaelic language parity of 
treatment, and equal respect, with English.  We shall aim to foster a better understanding of 
the language and engender positive attitudes towards Gaelic and positive associations 
with the language among participants in our activities.  
  



 

Most public bodies in Scotland have a statutory requirement to support and promote Gaelic 
and Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s work helps the bodies with which it works demonstrate, in part at 
least, delivery of that commitment. 
 
We will strive to ensure equality, diversity and inclusion is integral to our work, and 
demonstrated in our working practices.  We will engage in delivering a separate EDI Action 
Plan with a range of measures designed to further embed EDI good practice and raise 
awareness among those with whom we work.   
 
Our Access Policy goes into further detail about our commitment to other areas of equality.  
We have a specific fund in place, for example, to cover any additional costs in employing 
carers to accompany young people with disabilities, or additional needs, to ensure access to 
creative work.  Fèisean nan Gàidheal has recently been accredited as a Living Wage employer 
and is fully committed to fair pay for staff and freelance artists. 
 
In addition to the leadership provided by the Trustees, key to delivering this plan will be the 
retention of a skilled and diverse workforce and utilisation of the tutors who work for us on a 
freelance basis.  In response to the Covid pandemic, where staff have been working in 
isolation, there is a renewed emphasis on ensuring the wellbeing of staff and freelance 
contractors with whom we work. 
 
We will continue to value the contribution of some of Scotland’s foremost musicians, singers, 
dancers and drama practitioners who tutor at Fèisean and we shall offer fair pay for their 
work with us.  Fèisean nan Gàidheal shall ensure tutors are paid at least industry standard 
rates for their work directly for us.  Funding available between 2018 and 2021 did not allow 
us to insist that Fèisean did the same.  We would like to rectify this as we recognise there is a 
risk that, without adequate pay, the Fèisean may lose tutor expertise. 
 
Although they cover the whole of Scotland, the majority of our officers are based in the 
Highlands & Islands, retaining jobs in the region.  Our team takes seriously their responsibility 
to serve all the Fèisean with issues of costs in travelling widely across Scotland as well as 
carbon reduction targets considered.  Travel will be limited in instances where an alternative, 
digital method of meeting exists, a situation forced upon us during the Covid pandemic. 
 
As with all areas of our operation, our staff complement must always remain under review to 
ensure we have a staffing structure in place that can deliver the outcomes expected of this 
plan.  We must also be ready to adapt to change and alter our staffing structure appropriately 
in light of feedback, research, changes in funding or priorities in order to ensure delivery of 
our programme as fully as possible.  The staffing structure at the start of the delivery of this 
plan, along with an outline of individuals’ areas of responsibility, is shown in the following 
diagram.  While we encourage Fèisean to use their Lead Officer from our development team 
as the first point of contact with Fèisean nan Gàidheal we recognise, for various reasons, this 
may not always be practical.  The structure reflects the access points available to the Fèisean.  
Basically, any member of the team will assist the Fèisean. 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s staff and Board will continue to maintain good relationships with 
Creative Scotland, Scottish Government, Highlands & Islands Enterprise, Bòrd na Gàidhlig and 
a growing number of local authorities.   
 
We will engage with the Traditional Music Forum, Creative Scotland’s Traditional Arts 
Working Group, the Music Education Partnership Group, the Highland Youth Music Forum 
and An Comunn Gàidhealach.  We will participate in appropriate Arts & Business events, the 
Skye & Lochalsh Culture Collective, in which we are a partner with SEALL and ATLAS Arts.  We 
will maintain relationships with other delivery organisations including Comunn na Gàidhlig, 
Music in Hospitals, Live Music NOW, Theatre Gu Leòr, and more, in delivering mutually 
beneficial programmes of work.  Internationally, we aim to work more closely with Taigh 
Sgoile na Drochaide (Cape Breton’s Gaelic medium school), Celtic Colours, the Oriel Centre in 
Dundalk, Amateo and the European Folk Network.  
 
Within the context of those structures and outwith, Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s team will 
continue to work as advocates for the traditional arts and Gaelic language and collaborate 
with others to widen access to, and understanding of, the sector. 
	 	



 

	

5   What our programme delivers 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal’s programme will contribute to delivering outcomes for a number of 
organisations.  Relevant areas of the work we can help deliver for the bodies with which we 
already have a close working partnership are shown in this table.  These are additional to our 
contribution to delivery of the Scottish Government’s National Outcomes, in Section 3, which 
we all work to deliver. 
 
Organisation and Theme Fèisean nan Gàidheal  

Work Theme 
Support and 

Development 
of Fèisean 

Enhancement of 
Skills and 

Creative Talent 

Enhancement 
of Gaelic Arts 
and Culture in 

Education 

Audience 
Engagement 

Maintain High 
Standards in 
Governance 
and Staffing 

Scottish Government Cultural Strategy Ambition 
Strengthening Culture: Sustaining and 
nurturing culture to flourish and to evolve as a 
diverse, positive force in society, across all of 
Scotland. 

*	 *	 *	 *	 * 

Transforming Through Culture: 
Demonstrating that culture is central to 
Scotland’s wellbeing and cultural, social, 
economic and environmental prosperity. 

*	 *	 *	 *	 * 

Empowering Through Culture: Celebrating 
culture as part of every community; essential to 
our lives and wellbeing. 

*	 *	 *	 *	 * 
Scottish Government Priorities for Gaelic 
Bring forward a new Scottish Languages Bill 
which takes further steps to support Gaelic, acts 
on the Scots language and recognises that 
Scotland is a multilingual society. 

  * * * 

Explore the creation of a recognised 
Gàidhealtachd to raise levels of language 
competence and the provision of more services 
through the medium of Gaelic and extend 
opportunities to use Gaelic in everyday 
situations and formal settings. 

*  * * * 

Ensure specific support that makes it possible 
for the Gaelic language to be used more often 
in the home and community. 

* * * * * 
Have a focus on arresting the intensifying 
language shift in the remaining vernacular 
communities. 

* * * * * 
Review the functions and structures of Bòrd na 
Gàidhlig which will include considering 
working with all authorities and bodies that 
have functions in arts, tourism and heritage to 
explore what more they can do to help deliver 
faster rates of progress for Gaelic.	
 

   * * 



 

Creative Scotland Ambition 
Excellence and experimentation across the arts, 
screen and creative industries is recognised and 
valued. 

* * * * * 
Everyone can access and enjoy artistic and 
creative experiences. * * * * * 
Places and quality of life are transformed 
through imagination, ambition and an 
understanding of the potential of creativity. 

* * * * * 
Ideas are brought to life by a diverse, skilled 
and connected leadership and workforce. * * * * * 
Scotland is a distinctive creative nation 
connected to the world. * * * * * 
Creative Scotland Connecting Themes 
Creative learning: We want to encourage 
organisations including ourselves, to be 
responsive, adaptive and continually learn. 

* * * * * 
Equalities and diversity: Equalities and 
diversity are integral to all of our work and 
essential to delivering quality in the arts, screen 
and creative industries. 

* * * * * 

Digital: Digital technology offers exciting 
opportunities for creativity, society and the 
economy in Scotland 

* * * * * 
Environment: We want to ensure that we work 
in as sustainable a manner as possible and that 
the arts, screen and creative industries in 
Scotland do the same. 

* * * * * 

HIE 2019-22 Strategy and 2021 Operating Plan 
Actively promote opportunities for the Gaelic 
language and indigenous dialects where it adds 
economic value. 

* * * * * 
We will enable communities to fulfil their vital 
role in contributing to the social and economic 
wellbeing and growth of the region. We will … 
encourage communities to exploit the many 
opportunities presented … from our unique 
culture and heritage, including from the Gaelic 
language.  

* * *  * 

Encourage and support the use of Gaelic as an 
economic asset, both for communities and in 
the tourism, food and drink and creative 
industries sectors. 

* * * * * 

Grow successful, productive and resilient 
businesses. * *   * 
Foster a confident and ambitious social 
enterprise sector across our region. * * *  * 



 

Pursue opportunities making sustainable use of 
the region’s natural assets, harnessing ambition 
and culture and investing in skills. 

* * *  * 
Enable communities to deliver decarbonisation 
plans. * * * * * 
Accelerate progress in developing a low-carbon 
economy that provides opportunities for 
businesses and communities and responds to 
the climate change emergency. 

* * * * * 

Build an inclusive economy through a place-
based approach, reaching all parts of our 
region, increasing income levels and tackling 
inequalities. 

* * * * * 

Empower and enable our communities to fulfil 
their ambitions. * *  *  
Build strong, capable and resourceful 
communities. * *  *  
Support to strengthen governance and 
succession planning to enhance the impact of 
organisations in their communities. 

* *   * 
Pilot new models for generating revenue in 
communities and innovating new products and 
services through the introduction of creative 
skills. 

* * * * * 

National Gaelic Language Plan 2018-23 
Initiatives which promote the use of Gaelic by 
young people * * * * * 
Gaelic in new media * * * * * 
Gaelic in the arts and creative industries * * * * * 
Gaelic in the workplace * * * * * 
Initiatives which strengthen language richness, 
relevance and consistency * * * * * 
Gaelic medium workforce recruitment, 
retention, training and supply 

 * *  * 
Resources and support for learning  * * * * 
Gaelic medium education (GME) in primary and 
secondary schools *  *  * 
Gaelic learner education (GLE) in primary and 
secondary schools * * *  * 
Gaelic Language Plans implemented by local 
authorities and public bodies * * * * * 
Promoting a positive image of Gaelic and 
raising awareness through Gaelic education at 
all levels, and Gaelic arts 

* * * * * 



 

Promoting the social, economic and cultural 
value of Gaelic * * * * * 
Positive messages about Gaelic, bilingualism, 
and about diversity and inclusion * * * * * 
Use of Gaelic in Island and Rural Communities * * * * * 
The Highland Council Gaelic Language Plan 
We will provide language acquisition support in 
the home and community for pupils in Gaelic 
Medium Education 

* * *  * 
We will increase the profile and build the use of 
Gaelic within Council funded organisations and 
events within the Highlands 

* * * * * 
We will develop opportunities for people to 
engage with Gaelic through the media, arts and 
creative industries. 

* * * * * 
The National Plan for Scotland’s Islands 
Invest in our cultural and historic resources, to 
ensure that islanders are encouraged to engage 
with, and participate in, arts and culture. 

*  *   

Support, develop and promote the creative 
talents of islanders, and ensure that the culture 
of Scotland’s islands has a wide audience both 
nationally and abroad. 

* * * *  

Support all of Scotland’s indigenous languages 
and dialects in ways that are relevant to the 
communities where these are spoken. 

* * * *  
Ensure that the commitments in this plan are 
informed by and aligned with commitments in 
the National Gaelic Language Plan. 

*  * * * 
Ensure that the effect on Gaelic language 
development is considered from the outset in 
island-specific policies and initiatives and that 
these link to statutory Gaelic language plans. 

* * *  * 

Work with public authorities and community 
groups in increasing the use and visibility of 
Gaelic in Gaelic speaking island communities. 

* * * * * 
Work with UHI and other education providers 
to ensure a broad range of options are available 
to young people. 

 * *  * 
Work with young people across all Scottish 
islands to ensure that they are able to 
contribute to the implementation of the Plan 
from an education perspective. 

* * *  * 

Continue to support and promote Gaelic 
medium education at all levels. * * * * * 

 	



 

6 Budget projections 2022-25 
 
Fèisean nan Gàidheal has endeavoured to take account of the outcomes it seeks to deliver over 
the next 5 years and has prepared financial projections for the first 3 years.  Until we know the 
result of upcoming funding opportunities it would be difficult to look further ahead, 
particularly while Covid restrictions could change everything.  Therefore, this section of our 
plan will be kept under review and adjustments made as the funding position becomes clearer. 
 
INCOME 2022-23 2023-24 2024-25 
Core Grants £294,310 £415,102 £423,302 
Management Fees £220,350 £111,500 £110,800 
Grants Scheme £187,000 £234,100 £234,100 
Fèis Development Fund £11,000 £15,000 £23,500 
Annualised Hours £3,000 £22,500 £22,500 
Traditional Arts Small Grants Scheme £90,000 £90,000 £90,000 
Training £4,000 £17,500 £17,500 
Fèisgoil £511,000 £320,500 £321,000 
Blas Festival £137,000 £194,000 £194,000 
Other Earned Income £12,300 £12,800 £12,800 
Support Cèilidh Trails £39,500 £72,500 £72,000 
Gaelic Residential Events £32,553 £39,000 £38,000 
Gaelic Song-writing, Archiving, Innovations £7,000 £25,000 £24,000 
Showcase and International Opportunities £12,500 £14,000 £14,000 
Resources and Digitisation Programme £6,500 £16,000 £14,000 
Press/PR/Website Updates/Newsletter £8,400 £1,000 £1,000 
FèisTV £20,800 £17,900 £17,800 
Income still to be raised £14,250 £11,931 £20,228 
TOTAL INCOME £1,618,463 £1,630,333 £1,650,530 

    
EXPENDITURE    
RUNNING COSTS    
Staff Salaries £304,400 £382,464 £390,113 
NIC Contributions £37,497 £38,246 £39,011 
Pension Contributions £18,748 £19,123 £19,506 
Staff Travel, Accommodation & Subsistence £6,000 £10,500 £13,000 
Office Rent & Rates £32,500 £30,000 £31,000 
Stationery, Printing, Postage & Photocopiers £13,000 £13,000 £13,000 
Utilities and Communications £14,000 £14,300 £14,600 
Board Expenses £2,000 £5,000 £5,000 
PVG Service £6,000 £10,000 £10,000 
Insurance £10,500 £11,000 £12,000 
Sundry Expenses £1,000 £2,000 £2,000 
Accountancy & Bank Charges £7,500 £7,200 £7,400 
Professional Fees £2,000 £3,000 £3,000 
Instrument Bank Maintenance £2,000 £2,000 £2,000 
Additional Support Needs £3,000 £3,000 £3,000 
Capital Expenses  £3,000 £3,000 £3,000 
PROGRAMME COSTS    
Grants to Fèisean £187,000 £234,100 £234,100 
Annualised Hours £11,000 £22,500 £22,500 
Fèis Development Fund £10,000 £15,000 £23,500 



 

Creative Scotland Grants Schemes £90,000 £90,000 £90,000 
Creative Scotland Grants Schemes Management Fee -£8,500 -£8,500 -£8,500 
Training Programme £4,000 £17,500 £17,500 
Training Programme Management Fee -£1,000 -£4,000 -£4,000 
Fèisgoil £511,000 £320,500 £321,000 
Fèisgoil Management Fee -£178,850 -£60,000 -£60,000 
Annual Conference £7,500 £12,000 £12,000 
Blas Festival £137,000 £179,500 £181,500 
Blas Festival Management Fee -£15,000 -£15,000 -£15,000 
Support Cèilidh Trails £39,500 £72,500 £72,000 
Cèilidh Trails Management Fee -£4,000 -£7,000 -£7,000 
Gaelic Residential Events £32,553 £39,000 £38,000 
Gaelic Residential Events Management Fee -£3,000 -£4,000 -£4,000 
Gaelic Song-writing, Archiving etc £7,000 £25,000 £24,000 
Gaelic Song-writing, Archiving etc Management Fee -£2,000 -£4,000 -£4,000 
Press/PR/Website Updates/Newsletter £8,400 £1,000 £1,000 
Showcase & International Opportunities  £12,500 £14,000 £14,000 
Showcase & International Opportunities Management Fee -£2,000 -£4,000 -£4,000 
Resources and Digitisation Programme £6,500 £16,000 £14,000 
Resources and Digitisation Management Fee -£3,000 -£3,500 -£3,000 
FèisTV £20,800 £17,900 £17,800 
FèisTV Management Fee -£2,000 -£1,300 -£1,100 
Contingency £0 £0 £0 
SUB-TOTAL EXPENDITURE £1,398,113 £1,518,833 £1,539,730 
Management Fees £220,350 £111,500 £110,800 
TOTAL EXPENDITURE £1,618,463 £1,630,333 £1,650,530 
Transfer to Reserves £22,035 £11,150 £11,080 
SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) £0 £0 £0 
 
 



 

 

Fèisean nan Gàidheal 
Meall House, Portree, Isle of Skye, IV51 9BZ 

www.feisean.org 


